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Abstract:  
Artificial intelligence is significantly increased with technological advancements. It can be seen in many applications of artificial 
intelligence in technological development. Many artificial intelligence technologies solve cases. One of the problems that can be 
solved by artificial intelligence is the Traveling Salesman Problem. In the Traveling Salesman Program, a salesperson must travel to 
several destinations with optimal mileage. For a small amount of destination, the optimum distance can be reached with a minimum 
distance. However, in more extensive cases, the optimum distance can be obtained with a very minimal distance in the search 
process. The genetic algorithm can find the optimum distance by regenerating each population so that it produces the minimum 
value. This value is not the minimum value in all points, but it can be the optimum global value. By applying the science of artificial 
intelligence in the case of Traveling Salesman Problem, the amount of mileage will be optimized. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Artificial intelligence is often used in daily life. The purpose 
of artificial intelligence is to carry out optimizations that can 
improve the efficiency of resource use. One case that can be 
seen in artificial intelligence is the Traveling Salesman 
Problem [1]. This case is where a traveling merchant must 
go to peddle his wares and return to the place where he left. 
If there are a few destinations to be visited, the calculation 
can be done manually. However, if there are many objectives 
to be pursued, it is doubtful that this is done by manual 
calculation. For cases like this, we need an algorithm that can 
solve this problem. The algorithm that can be used is a 
genetic algorithm. This algorithm works by creating random 
values naturally so that the predicted results that are issued 
cannot be known. Each trial of the genetic algorithm 
produces a different output. Genetic algorithms cannot 
produce the minimum mileage in the case of Traveling 
Salesman Problem, but this algorithm can provide the 
optimum global value[2]. The smallest value obtained is 
according to how long this genetic algorithm performs a 
fitness search. The longer the search process, the smaller the 
error value [3], [4]. By implementing this algorithm, it is 
hoped that the Traveling Salesman Program case can be 
optimally resolved. 
 
THEORIES 
2.1 Artificial Intelligence 
The technology was created to help and facilitate human 
activities and work. One technology that is being intensively 
created to create sophisticated devices is Artificial 
Intelligence. Many artificial intelligence developers who 
create implementations of artificial intelligence that are 
super sophisticated and applied to the real world[5]. 
Artificial intelligence has the opportunity and potential to be 
developed further with qualified resources. One technique of 
artificial intelligence can be seen in the field of film. Many 
films have used AI technology so that the film looks real. One 
of the films that can be seen is Iron Man, produced by 
Marvel. 
Artificial Intelligence is a field of science that is used to 
create or add effects to an object to make it look more alive. 
This activity is often done by humans to create a better 
atmosphere from time to time. Artificial intelligence is done 
by giving intelligence to a machine or computer to be able to 
think and solve a problem with logia values as done by 
humans. Computers can be used to find perpetrators of 
artificial intelligence by doing programming and providing 

data that will be used as interpreters of commands given by 
humans. All data will be stored in a database. In addition, 
computers will be given the ability to learn and add data 
themselves without having to be given commands again 
(machine learning). The data will be studied and trained so 
that it becomes a benchmark for comparison. Training and 
learning this data will make the system able to provide the 
results of calculations and carry out preprogrammed 
activities and make it easier for humans in the future [6]. 
The function of artificial intelligence is the ability to 
rationalize and take actions that have the best chance of 
achieving specific goals. The first thing term people usually 
heard that AI is a future robot. Because of movies and 
popular novels that tell about human-like machines that 
wreak havoc on Earth. While Artificial Intelligence is based 
on the principle that human intelligence can be defined in 
such a way that machines can easily imitate and carry out 
tasks, from the simplest to the more complex. The goals of 
artificial intelligence include learning, reasoning, and 
perception. As technology advances, the previous 
benchmarks that define artificial intelligence are obsolete. 
For example, machines that calculate essential functions or 
recognize text through optical character recognition are no 
longer considered artificial intelligence because this function 
is now considered an inherent computer function. AI 
continues to evolve to benefit many different industries. 
Machines are transferred using an interdisciplinary 
approach based on mathematics, computer science, 
linguistics, psychology, and more. 
 
2.2.1 The Story of Artificial Intelligence 
The story of artificial intelligence began in the mid-1950s in 
the US. At the scientific conference at Dartmouth, M. Minsky, 
J. McCarthy, A. Newell, and HA Simon were the first to 
express of "artificial intelligence." The frequently cited 
definition for artificial intelligence was given by one of the 
founders of the problem, Marvin Minsky, in 1966: "Artificial 
Intelligence is the science of making machines do things that 
would require intelligence if done by humans." So, it was 
determined that artificial intelligence is an art and science 
that computers can take over the job of humans that 
requires personal intelligence. The first outcome of artificial 
intelligence was a general problem solver from researchers 
Newell, Shaw, and Simon from the 1960s. It solved simple 
problems. However, the results of the research apparatus 
cannot be generalized. In the late 1960s, another 
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performance was written with ELIZA. In this case, Joseph 
Weizenbaum, an MIT researcher, invented a therapy session 
[7]. 
 
2.2.2 Implementation of Artificial Intelligence 
Artificial Intelligence can be implemented in various fields, 
including [8]: 
Automation: it lets the system works without the control of 
humans. 
Machine learning: it embeds the program to computer to let 
the computer add the code by itself. 
Machine vision: it enables the program to analyze the system 
. 
Natural Language Processing (NLP): it processese the human 
language by computer programs. 
Robotics: it focuses on the creature and manufacture of how 
to build a robot. 
Automated car driver: it combines many subject of artificial 
intelligence to create automatic driving. 
 
2.2 Traveling Salesman Problem 
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a dilemma that is quite 
old in the environment of optimization [9]. On this issue, 
there is a first city and several cities to visit. A salesman is 
required to start a journey from the first city to the entire 
city, which must be visited exactly once [10]. 
In summary, here are the characteristics of the TSP problem: 
The journey begins and ends from and to the initial city 
There are several cities, all of which must be visited exactly 
once 
Travel must not return to the initial city before all the 
destination cities visited 
The purpose of this problem is to reduce the distance visited 
by salesperson by arranging the order of cities to be visited  
 
2.3 Genetic Algorithms 
The genetic algorithm is a optimization technique that is 
suited to the genetic process of biological organisms based 
on Charles Darwin's theory of evolution [11].  John Holland 
first discovered the genetic algorithm. The book is “Adaption 
in Natural and Artificial Systems”. It was published in 1960. 
It wasa developed with his students and coworkers at the 

University of Michigan in the 1960s to 1970s. The purpose of 
Holland to develop Genetic Algorithms at that time was not 
to design an algorithm that could solve a problem, but rather 
to study the phenomenon of adaptation in nature and try to 
apply the mechanism of natural adaptation into computer 
systems [12]. 
The Genetic Algorithm made by Holland is a method for 
separating a population of chromosomes (consisting of bits 1 
and 0) to a new population using "natural selection" and 
genetic operators such as crossovers, mutations, inversions. 
Crossover swaps small parts of two chromosomes, and 
mutations randomly replace gene values at several locations 
on a chromosome. Inversion reverses the sequence of 
several successive genes in a chromosome. The basic theory 
is the basis of most programs that use genetic algorithms 
today. 
The things that must be done in using genetic algorithms 
are: 
Set initial population 
Calculate the fitness 
Calculate the probabilty and cumulative probability 
Generate random number for selection 
Perform the roulette wheel selection 
Generate random number for crossover 
Perform the crossover 
Perform the mutation 
Keep the good chromosome 
Repeat step 2 to 9. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
In the genetic algorithm, the encoding process produces a 
string which is then called a chromosome consisting of a 
collection of bits. These bits are known as genes making up a 
chromosome. A chromosome consists of some genes. The 
step of genetic algorithms techniques used in the Traveling 
Salesman Problem are selection, crossover and mutation. 
The chromosomes represent the order of cities visited by 
salesmen. For example P = (C1, C2, C3, ..., Cn) means the 
salesmen move from city C1 to C2, C2 to C3, C3 to Cn. There 
are five cities that a salesperson will pass. The cities are A, B, 
C, D, and E. The journey starts from A and ends at A as well. 
The distance between cities is shown in Figure 1

. 
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Figure 1. Graf of TSP 
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1 A B 7 

2 A C 5 

3 A D 9 

4 A E 9 

5 B C 7 

6 B D 2 

7 B E 8 

8 C D 4 

9 C E 3 

10 D E 6 

 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
This section will try to find the smallest global optimum value. Chromosome initialization is done. The following is an explanation of 
Genetic algorithm calculations. 
 
Initial Chromosomes 
 

  Chromosomes 

1 B D E C 

2 D B E C 

3 C B D E 

4 E B C D 

5 E C B D 

6 C D E B 

 
 
Initial Fitness 
 

 
Route Fitness 

1 
AB BD DE EC CA   

7 2 6 3 5 23 

2 
AD DB BE EC CA   

9 2 8 3 5 27 

3 
AC CB BD DE EA   

5 7 2 6 9 29 

4 
AE EB BC CD DA   

9 8 7 4 9 37 

5 
AE EC CB BD DA   

9 3 7 2 9 30 

6 
AC CD DE EB BA   

5 4 6 8 7 30 

 
Selection 
The chromosome selection is made because of the TSP problem desirably that chromosomes with smaller fitness will have a higher 
probability of being reealected 
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  Chromosome 

1 1 23 0.043478 

2 1 27 0.037037 

3 1 29 0.034483 

4 1 37 0.027027 

5 1 30 0.033333 

6 1 30 0.033333 

Total 0.208692 

 

  Probabilty 

1 0.043478 0.208692 0.208337 

2 0.037037 0.208692 0.177472 

3 0.034483 0.208692 0.165233 

4 0.027027 0.208692 0.129507 

5 0.033333 0.208692 0.159725 

6 0.033333 0.208692 0.159725 

 

  Cumulative 

1 0.208337 0 0.208337 

2 0.208337 0.177472 0.38581 

3 0.38581 0.165233 0.551043 

4 0.551043 0.129507 0.68055 

5 0.68055 0.159725 0.840275 

6 0.840275 0.159725 1 

 
 
 

 
Random 

1 0.312 

2 0.112 

3 0.340 

4 0.744 

5 0.523 

6 0.421 

 
Crossover 
Crossover is done to produce children from two mothers who are mated. The resulting chromosomes are expected to increase the 
value of fitness. The number of chromosomes that experience crossover is determined by crossover probability.  The crossover 
probability value is 0.25. 
 

 
Random 

1 0.452 

2 0.209 

3 0.221 

4 0.875 

5 0.770 

6 0.133 
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Old New Chromosomes 

1 2 D B E C 

2 1 B D E C 

3 3 C B D E 

4 6 C D E B 

5 5 E C B D 

6 4 E B C D 

 
 
Mutation 
This section will be carried out of the mutation process. This mutation works to exchange genes for genes on other chromosomes. 
Expected results increase the value of fitness to be achieved. If a gene is exchanged at the end of a chromosome, this gene will be 
exchanged for the first gene. There is a parameter to determine how many genes will be mutated. The mutation rate is 0.2.  
 

 
Chromosomes 

1 D B E C 

2 B D E C 

3 C B D E 

4 C D E B 

5 E C B D 

6 E B C D 

  
Fitnes Value 
 

 
Route Fitness 

1 
AD DB  BC CE EA   

9 2 7 3 9 30 

2 
AB BD DE EC CA   

7 2 6 3 5 23 

3 
AC CE ED DB BA   

5 3 6 2 7 23 

4 
AE EC CB BD DA   

9 3 7 2 9 30 

5 
AD DB BC CE EA   

9 2 7 3 9 30 

6 
AE ED DB BC CA   

9 6 2 7 5 29 

 
In the first generation, it has been seen that there is the 
smallest fitness value that does not change. If the calculation 
is continued up to the Nth generation, then it is assumed that 
the lowest fitness value will remain unchanged. Although the 
calculation is sufficiently elaborated up to the 1st 
generation, a near-optimal solution has been found, from the 
genetic algorithm process above, the final result the route 
with the shortest optimal distance is A, B, D, E, C, A. 
 
CONCLUSION 
The problem of the Traveling Salesman Program can be 
adequately solved using genetic algorithms. This algorithm 
can determine the optimal sample path with several 
iterations. Although the optimal problem is encountered in a 
large number of cities, this algorithm can find the optimum 
global value of the entire mileage. The starting point or 
initial route of a journey does not have to start from city A 
only but can start from another city. The optimum 

generation lies in the generation that has been determined 
by the user. The generation will end if, after several 
successive generations, the lowest fitness value is obtained 
and does not change for the better. Fitness determines when 
a generation ends. Determination of the fitness value 
depends on the random value generated because the Genetic 
algorithm works by using natural selection. 
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